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Since D{ Dl ~ 0, it follows immediately from the 
minimax principle for the eigenvalues of a Hermi-
tian operator that H + D{ Dl has at least as many 
positive eigenvalues as does H and at least as many 
nonnegative eigenvalues as Hj since p-l/2 is Hermi-
tian positive definite, the number of positive eigen-
values as well as the number of zero eigenvalues of 
the operators H + D{ Dl and p-l/2 (H + D{Dl)P-l/2 
are identical. Therefore p-l/2 (H + DiDl)P-l/2 has 
at least J positive eigenvalues and at least J + M 
nonnegative eigenvalues. Similarly, since D~D2 ~ 0, 
- p-l/2 (H + D~D2)P-l/2 has at least J negative 
eigenvalues and at least J + M nonpositive eigen-
values. 
Theorem 5: Let N « n:= dimE) be the number 
of negative eigenvalues of H counted according to 
their multiplicity. Suppose the system (1) admits a 
Liapunov operator of the form LP(T), where P(x) is a 
real polynomial in x (Le., suppose the system is 
structurally stable). Then the degree of P(x) need 
not exceed 4N + 1, Le., there exists a real poly-
nomial f(x) of degree less than or equal to 4N + 1 
such that Lf(T) is a Liapunov operator. 
Proof: Let N « n) be the number of negative 
eigenvalues of H and let {~kHn be a complete L-
canonical set of eigenvectors satisfying Eqs. (15) and 
(16) with real eigenvalues wk enumerated so that 
w1 ~ w2 ~ ••• ~ wn and wn+l ~ wn+2 ~ ••• ~ ~n' If 
o is not an eigenvalue of H, we conclude from 
Theorem 4, with J = n -N, that w n+N +1 < 0 < wn-N" 
If 0 is an eigenvalue of H, then 0 is an eigenvalue of 
T [H1j = 0 implies T(a) = 0]. By assumption, the 
system is structurally stable, so that the sets Q+ := 
{u;., ... , w n} and Q_ := {wn+l1 ••• , w 2n } are disjoint, 
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and therefore either 0 E Q+ or 0 E Q_, but 0 cannot be 
in both. If 0 E Q+ ,then we conclude from Theorem 4 
(with J + M = n - N) that wn +N +1 < 0:::: wn -N , while 
if 0 E Q_, Theorem 4 implies that wn+N+l :::: 0 < w n -N • 
Thus, in any case, wn+N+l < w n -N • Let r be the 
greatest integer:::: n such that wr > wn+N+l' and let u 
be the least integer ~ n + 1 such that Wu < wr • Then 
n - N:::: r:::: n, n + 1 :::: u :::: n + N + 1, wk < Wu for 
r + 1 :::: k :::: n, and wk > wr for n + 1 :::: k :::: u - 1. Let 
Wu < p < wr ' and define P1 (x):= x - p. Then P1 (WJYk > 
o for 1:::: k:::: rand u:::: k:::: 2n. Let Qi,." ,Q~ de-
note the distinct elements of the set {wkl r + 1 :::: k:::: n} 
and let Qi, ... , Qy denote the distinct elements of the 
set{wk In + 1:f k:::: u -I}, so that q:::: n - r:::: Nand 
y :::: u -1 - n :::: N. Since Qi. E Q+ and Q+ n Q_ = cP, 
there exists E > 0 such that the q closed intervals 
Ii := [Qi. - E, Qi. + E] are all disjoint and satisfy 
Ii n Q_ = cp, k = 1, ... , q. Similarly, there exists 
6> 0 such that the y closed intervals Ii:= [Qi - 6, 
Qk + 6] are all disjoint and satisfy Ii n Q+ = cp, k = 
1, ... ,yo We define 
P(x) := P1 (X)l~ (x - Qi. + E)(X - Qi, - E)J 
X~(X-Qi +6)(x- Qi -6l (24) 
Then by construction, Eq. (19) holds, so that LP(T) > 0 
and is therefore a Liapunov operator. The degree of 
P(x) is given by 1 + 2q + 2y :::: 1 + 2N + 2N = 1 + 4N, 
and the proof is complete. 
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The Schrodinger exchange operator for arbitrary spin has been used to form an interaction Hamiltonian for a 
nearest-neighbor model of ferromagnetism. Through use of the cluster expansion method and new group theo-
retic results in conjunction with the diagrammatic method, eight terms in the high temperature series for the 
zero-field partition function and the low-field susceptibility are obtained for arbitrary spin and general crystal 
lattice. Critical parameters are estimated from these series by means of various ratio tests and Pad~ approxi-
mants. For the cubic lattices the Curie temperature Tc and the critical index yare given by 
and y = 0.48 + 2.16 y-l for S > ~ ; 
= 1. 41 ± 0.02 for S = L 
respectively, where Y = 2S + 1. Comparison of these results with those appropriate to the Heisenberg model 
as well as to experimental values is made. The concept of multipolar ordering is also discussed. It is shown 
that for the present model all of the 2S "independent" multipolar phase transitions are exactly degenerate with 
the usual dipolar transition. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
For the Heisenberg model of ferromagnetism, high 
temperature series for various thermodynamic quan-
tities have been extensively studied and used to in-
vestigate critical properties of ferromagnetic sys-
tems. If we consider a ferromagnetic system contain-
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 13, No.5, May 1972 
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ing N particles of spin 5 with isotropic nearest-
neighbor exchange interactions, the Heisenberg Hamil-
tonian is given by 
N 
JC = - 2J I; SiOSj - g/J.H"L:.5zi , 
<ij> i=l 
(1) 
where J is the nearest-neighbor exchange constant, 
Si is the spin operator of an atom located at the lat-
tice site labeled i, g is the gyro magnetic ratio, /J. the 
Bohr magneton, H the z-directed external magnetic 
field, and 5z; is the z component Df Si' The first term 
in the Hamiltonian represents the exchange energy 
and the summation is taken over all nearest-neighbor 
pairs of atoms, denoted (ij);the sum in the second 
term is over all atoms and is the Zeeman energy of 
the system. 
The Heisenberg Hamiltonian linear in S; 0 S. which 
arises from a consideration of the Coulomb interac-
tion together with the Pauli principle is in fact only 
the lowest-order significant term in a perturbation 
expansion which when carried further leads to terms 
nonlinear in Si 0 Sj' l 
In order to study the properties of systems containing 
nonlinear terms In(SiOSj)n, in the Hamiltonian, the 
Schrodinger exchange operator has been used to form 
an interaction Hamiltonian for a nearest-neighbor 
model of ferromagnetism,2,3 
N 
JC = - JI; ~j - g/J.HI;5 zi ' (2) 
<ij> i =1 
Here ~j is the Schrodinger exchange operator and is 
a polynomial of degree 25 in Si oSj: 
2S 
~j = I; A,,(5)(Si OSj)n, 
n=O 
i ~ j. (3) 
The coefficients An are determined from the property 
that Pi· exchanges, or permutes, the spin coordinates 
of two Jatoms labeled i and j: 
or 
Pij I m)i I m')j = I m'\ I m)j 
PiP(i, j) = O(j, i)Pij , 
(4) 
(5) 
where O(i,j) is any operator which contains the spin 
operators of atoms i and j and I m)i and I rt/:;j are 
eigenstates of S zi and S zj , respectively. SchrMinger4 
has explicitly shown that 
P .. = (- 1)2S(1 + ~ (- 1)P ;; [M - q(q - 1)]\. (6) 
'J 1>=1 (p!)2 qel / 
whereM :::: 2 [5(5 + 1) +SiOSj]' The coefficients An 
typically have the values 
s = ~: Ao = t, 
S = 1: Ao = - 1, 
S=t:Ao=-~' 
A3 =~, 
5 = 2: AO = - 1, 
etc. 
A1 = 2, 
A1 = 1, A2 = 1, 
A 1 = -~, A2 = ¥S, 
Inclusion of these special combinations of nonlinear 
terms in the Hamiltonian may not be realized in 
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 13, No.5, May 1972 
(7) 
nature. However, a study of this model gives detailed 
information about what effect such nonlinear terms 
should have on the critical properties of the system. 
Due to the permutation property of the SchrMinger 
exchange operator (5), the high temperature series 
can be extended further with less effort for the 
present Hamiltonian than for the Heisenberg Hamil-
tonian. For the case S = ~,the present Hamiltonian 
is identical to that of the Heisenberg model; Baker 
et al.5 obtained terms through T-9 for the close-
packed lattices and T-IO for the loose-packed lattices 
for the zero-field partition function series and the 
low-field susceptibility series. For S = 1, Allan and 
Betts2 obtained eight terms in these series for the 
face-centered cubic lattice. Such a large number of 
terms was obtained through the use of the cluster ex-
pansion method in conjunction with a technique making 
use of "Branching diagrams"; this is practicable only 
for the case of S equal to ~ or 1. We have developed 
a new method which can be applied to the case of 
arbitrary spin directly and hence obtained eight terms 
in the high temperature series for general crystal 
lattices. 
High temperature series expansions and the cluster 
expansion method are discussed in Secs.II and III, 
respectively; these ideas can be applied to any of the 
spin Hamiltonians usually studied. Sections IV and V 
contain group theoretical considerations and the dia-
grammatic method required to calculate the series 
coefficients for the present model. Details of the cal-
culations are given in Sec. VI and the explicit series 
results are presented in Sec. VII. Several checking 
procedures on the results are considered in Sec. VIII. 
In Sec. IX these high temperature series are used to 
estimate various critical properties by means of ratio 
tests and the method of Pade approximants. The signi-
ficance of the results as well as the concept of multi-
polar ordering is found in Sec. X. 
II. HIGH TEMPERATURE SERIES EXPANSIONS 
A. Preliminary Remarks 
For any spin Hamiltonian JC the high temperature 
series expansion method introduced by Kramers6 and 
Opechowski 7 makes use of a result of the form 
z = tre- SX 
= trI[l - /3 (JC) + (/32/2!)(X2) 
- (/33/3!XJC3) + ... ], (8) 
where Z is the partition function, {3 = (kB T)-l, kB is 
Boltzmann's constant,(JCn) = trJCn/trI, and I is the 
unit matrix. Related thermodynamic functions can 
then be expressed as ascending series in powers of 
l/T by evaluating the leading coefficients in the 
series for various crystal lattices. The first few 
terms of these series provide a good approximation 
to each thermodynamic quantity at high temperatures. 
Furthermore, extrapolations from such truncated ex-
pansion series are considered to be the most power-
ful theoretical approach yet developed for obtaining 
estimates of the various critical parameters. 
B. Zero-Field Partition Function and Related 
Thermodynamic Functions 
Since the various thermodynamic functions are re-
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lated to the partition function by in Z ,it is convenient 
to express the partition function in the form InZ. 
Moreover, since InZ is an extensive quantity, con-
siderable simplification can be made in the derivation 
of high temperature series by means of the cluster 
expansion method, as will be discussed in the next sec-
tion. We introduce the following convenient notations: 
Y = 2S + 1, X == S(S + 1), QI = gJlH/J, K= J/kBT, 
and 
(9) 
for the exchange interaction model, 
(10) 
= 2 Es.·s., 
<ij> Z J . for the Heisenberg model, 
= 2 E S zi S zj , for the Ising model. 
<ij> 
Then, 
Je == -J(CP + QlQ) = Jeo -JaQ. (11) 
For a system which consists of N particles of spin S, 
trI =: yN. In zero external field, . 
(12) 
InZ = NlnY + In (1 + ~ ~~ (CPn») , (13) 
from which it follows on expanding the logarithm 
~ 00 Kn 
InZ =: NlnY + E en,' (14) 
n4 n. 
with 
a +a +· .. ·+a -1 
e = E (- 1) 1 2 P (a 1 + Ql 2 + ... + Qlp - 1)! 
n Ql1 !Ql2 ! ~ •• Qlp ! (a1 !)Cl1(a2 ! t'2 • •• (ap!)Clp 
X (CP a1)Cl1(cp a 2)" 2 ••• (cpap)Clp• (15) 
The summation is taken over all partitions of the in-
teger n, namely, all sets of positive integers (a11 a2' 
•• " ap; Qll, Ql2' ••• , ap) which satisfy the conditions 
a 1Q11 + a 2Q12 + ... + apQlp =: n 
and 
Each thermodynamic function series can now be 
directly obtained from Eq. (14): 
internal energy: E == kBT2 OaT (lnZ) 
o 
== - J oK (lnZ), 
a 
entropy: S:::: kBoT (TlnZ) 
= _ k K2_a_ (InZ) 
B oK K ' 
specific heat: C v = kB_o-(T2~ InZ) 
aT aT 
0 2 
== kBK2- (lnZ). 
aK2 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
C. Low-Field Susceptibility 
The low-field susceptibility is defined as 
X = limkBT ~ InZ:::: limkBT (gJJ.L)2 ~ InZ. H~O oH2 Cl~o \ a a 2 
Since Cp and Q commute, (%a){CP + QlQ)n = 
n(CP + aQ)n-1Q. It is then straightforward to show 
that 
X = [(g/l)2/kBT]6(Q), 
(21) 
(22) 
where 6(Q) :::: (Q2)e - (Q)l is the zero-field thermal 
fluctuation of Q, and, for any operator A, 
(A)e :::: trAe -/3Xo :::: f; Kn (cpnA) / f; Kn (cpn). (23) 
tre-I\Xo n~on! 1 n=on! 
As a consequence of the fact that InZ is an even 
function of the external field, tr (pnQ = 0 for all n; 
hence, (Q)e = 0, so that we can rewrite X in the form 
(g/l)2X ( 00 Kn) X == ~T N + E an -, • (24) 
;:)I(B 1 n=1 n. 
It is easy to show that the coefficients a n satisfy the 
recursion relation 
n-l 
a - 3 «pnQ2) '" n! (tn n- k) n-x - (;;0 k!{n-k)! akV' , (25) 
with ao = N. In order to obtain the terms e k and ak , 
we must calculate the quantities < (pn) and < (pnQ2) for 
n <:; k. Here the matrices (p and Q are of order 
(2S + 1)N. For real crystals, N --') (Q, and direct com-
putation of the required traces is impossible. How-
ever, there are two alternative methods of handling 
the calculation. In the next section we discuss the 
cluster expansion method, while the diagrammatic 
method is considered in Sec. V. 
m. CLUSTER EXPANSION METHOD 
A. Preliminary Remarks 
The use of the cluster expansion method in deriving 
series expansions for magnetic systems was first 
suggested by Domb.8 It was pointed out that high 
temperature series for extensive quantities for in-
finite lattices (N ~ (Q) can be obtained simply by cal-
culating the corresponding series for clusters of 
finite sites. One advantage of this method as com-
pared to the diagrammatic method is that the number 
of configurations that one has to consider are consid-
erably smaller than that required in the diagrammatic 
method. More important, however, is the fact that 
most of the calculations called for in the cluster expan-
sion method can easily be done on a fast computer. 
The general method of the cluster expansions has 
been developed by many authors and derived in a 
number of different ways. In this section we intro-
duce a new proof of an essential theorem of this 
method (Theorem 1), which can be applied directly to 
the calculation of the high temperature series for any 
spin Hamiltonian. 
B. General Concepts 
A (linear) graph is a collection of points with lines 
joining certain pairs of pOints. If a subset of pOints 
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 13, No.5, May 1972 
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are joined successively by lines, the assembly of 
these lines is called a path connecting the initial and 
the final pOints. A graph is said to be connected if 
any two points in the graph are connected by a path. 
Otherwise, the graph is said to be disconnected. 
Clearly, any graph consists of connected graphs, and 
each connected graph is called a component. If the 
initial point and the final point of a path coincide, we 
speak of a cycle. A set of different cycles is said to 
be independent if none of the cycles can be made up 
of parts of other cycles. The maximum number of 
independent cycles in a graph is called the cyclo-
matic number of the graph. It is well known that for 
a connected graph 
C:::: l-p + 1, (26) 
where c is the cyclomatic number, R. the number of 
lines, and p the number of points in a graph. In 
general, if we denote the number of connected com-
ponents in a graph by n, then 
C = 1- P + n. (27) 
A connected graph is said to be closed if any point in 
the graph has at least two lines connected to it. Other-
wise, it is said to be open. 
If g .. andgs are two graphs having no points in com.-
mon, the union of these two graphs, denoted g, U gs, IS 
the collection of all points and lines of g, and gs' A 
graph g is a sub graph of G if any point in g is a point 
in G and any line in g is a line in e. A graph e' is 
said to be isomorphic with G if there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between their points such that pairs 
of points are joined by lines in G' if and only if the 
corresponding pairs of points are joined in G. The 
lattice constant9 of a graph g on a graph G is the num-
ber of subgraphs of G isomorphic with g, denoted 
(gi G). (gi G) is sometimes abbreviated as fg] if G is 
not specified. Lattice constants of disconnected 
graphs can be expressed in terms of lattice constants 
of connected graphs. For example, consider the equa-
tion shown in Fig. 1. The first term on the right-hand 
side is of second order while the others are of first 
order in the lattice constants of connected graphs. In 
general, lattice constants of disconnected graphs 
having n connected components will consist of terms 
from the first order to the nth order in lattice con-
stants of connected graphs. 
C. New Derivation of the Cluster Expansions 
Let ¢( g) be any quantity associated with the graph g. 
¢ is said to be extensive if, for any graphs g .. and g;, 
having no points in common, 
(28) 
that is, the quantity ¢ of two graphs considered to-
gether is the sum of the quantities of the two graphs 
considered separately. The number of lines and the 
number of pOints in a graph are obviously extensive. 
(gi G) is also an extensive quantity of e, i.e., 
[LJ] = [L.] (I) - (N] 
- 3[L.) 
FIG. 1. Example of expressing 
the lattice constant of a diS-
connected graph in terms of 
lattice constants of connected 
graphs. 
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 13, No.5, May 1972 
(29) 
Suppose that a graph C? consists of the number 1r; of 
connected graphs gi' Z = 1,2,3, ..•. Let ¢(G; t) be an 
extensive quantity of G and t be a set of parameters 
independent of graphs. By the extensive property of ¢, 
</>(G; t) = E </>(gi; t)1ri • ; (30) 
U sing the extensive property of the lattice constant 
as expressed by Eq. (29), set g :::: Ih for j = 1,2,3,.··. 
We then have a set of linear equations 
If the graphs are labeled in the graph dictionary 
order such that 
(31) 
Ii ~ IJ' for i < j, (32) 
where li and lj are the numbers of lines of graphs gi 
and 1Jj, respectively, it is then obvious that 
{gj; gil == 0, for j > i, (33) 
== 1, for j == i. 
Define a matrix A with elements Amn :::: (gmig;J. Equa-
tion (33) then means that A is a triangular matrix 
with the lower triangular elements equal to zero. 
Furthermore, all the diagonal elements are unity. 
Therefore, A is nonsingular and its inverse exists. 
From Eq. (31), we get 
1ri :::: ~ (A-l )ij{gj; e), i == 1, 2, 3, ... , (34) 
j 
where (A -I) ij are elements of the inverse matrix of A • 
Substituting Eq. (34) into Eq. (30) yields 
¢(Gi t) :::: ~ ~ ¢(gii t)(A-l)ij(g;; G) 
, J 
:::: L; Fj (t)( 1Jj; e), (35) 
J 
where FP) :::: E/g;;;t)(A-I\j is independent of G. Since 
G may be any graph, let G :::: gi' Equation (35) yields 
¢(gi; t) :::: ~ FP)(gj; g;). (36) 
J 
On substituting Eq. (33) into Eq. (36) and rearranging 
terms, we obtain an important theorem formulated by 
Sykes et al. IO 
Theorem 1: If cp(Gj t) satisfies the extensive 
property, then </> can be expressed by Eq. (35) in which 
Fj(t) are given by the recursion formula 
j-I 
FP) :::: cp(~;t) - ~ (gi; ~)Fi(t) (37) 
FI 
and 
FI(t) :::: CP(gl; t). (38) 
D. Application to Magnetic Systems 
In a nearest-neighbor model of any of the spin Hamil-
tonians, if spin sites are represented by points and 
interactions between nearest-neighbor sites are repre-
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sented by lines joining the corresponding pairs of 
points, then systems represented by graphs isomorphic 
to each other will have the same physical properties 
and systems which consist of a number of independent 
subsystems will be represented by disconnected 
graphs. Let cp(C) be any quantity of a magnetic system 
represented by a graph C. It is clear then that InZ (C) 
and X (C) satisfy Eq. (28) since InZ and X are extensive 
thermodynamic quantities. We can then use Theorem 1 
to calculate InZ(C; t) and X(C; t) for any cluster or 
crystal lattice C and for a set of parameters t, such 
as temperature T, spin value S, external magnetic 
field H, exchange constant J, etc. In high temperature 
series expansions, we express F j [in Eq. (35)] in 
powers of K(== Jill B T) 
00 
F j == :0 in(!;j)Kn. 
n 0 
(39) 
Theorem 1 is useful because in most cases i)gj) == 0 
for n < l .• This will be explicitly shown in Sec. V for 
the pres~nt Hamiltonian when cp == InZ or X. There-
fore, if we want to obtain series up to the kth power in 
K for cp(C), we need only calculate cp(gj) and hence Fj 
for connected graphs having up to k lines. Thus, in-
stead of considering infinite lattices, we bave reduced 
the problem to clusters of finite size. 
IV. APPLICATION OF GROUP THEORY 
A. Symmetric Group 
A rearrangement of the order of N symbols is called 
a permutation. There are N! number of possible per-
mutations on N symbols. The set of all these permu-
tations form a group called the symmetric group of 
degree N, denoted SN' Each elements in SN can be 
written as a product of independent cycles. For ex-
ample, the permutation by which {a, b, c, d, e,j, g} is 
replaced by {b,j, c, e, d, a,g} can be written as (abi) 
(c)(de)(g). Each ( ) is called a cycle, and the number 
of symbols in ( ) is the order of the cycle. In writing 
a permutation as the product of cycles, cycles of 
order 1 need not be mentioned. Furthermore, the se-
quence of appearance of the cycles as well as the first 
symbol in each cycle is arbitrary. 
Cycles having no symbols in common are said to be 
independent. A cycle of order 2 is called an inter-
change. Any cycle of higher order can be expressed 
as a product of interchanges (having symbols in com-
mon). For example, 
(abc" 'de) == (ae)(ad)'" (ac)(ab). (40) 
Permutations which are products of an even number 
of interchanges are called even permutations. Other-
wise, they are called odd permutations. It is straight-
forward to show that 
(fg)(fa· .. bgc·" ·d) =: (fa .. ·b)(gc,,·d) (41) 
and 
Ug)Ua'" b)(gc' "d) = (fa .... bgc'" ,d). (42) 
Equations (41) and (42) imply that for any group ele-
ment, say P, when multiplied by an interchange (fg), 
(ig)P has one more cycle than P if i, g belong to the 
same cycle in P and has one less cycle than P if i, g 
belong to different independent cycles in P. 
Elements in SN are divided into classes. Elements 
which have the same cycle structure are transforms 
of one another by elements in SN and belong to the 
same class. Elements which belong to the class 
(a~l a~2 ••• a?,) have ()Il cycles of order a1' ()I2 cycles 
of order a2 , •• " and ()Ip cycles of order ap ' The num-
ber of classes in SN is equal to the number of parti-
tions of the integer N, and each class is labeled by a 
partition of N. The number of group elements in a 
class is called the order of the class. For the class 
k == (a~l a~2 ••• apCl.P), its order hk is 
h - N '/0' '''' , ... '" 'aCl. l aCl.2 ... aCl.p k - • 1' .... 2' .... p. 1 2 P • (43) 
Associated with SN there is a finite number of in-
equivalent representations, called irreducible repre-
sentations. Each irreducible representation is also 
labeled by a partition of N. Since elements of a class 
are transforms of one another, their matrices in any 
representation, say II, have the same trace. This value 
is referred to as the character of the class k in the 
representation II, denoted X~). 
Below we summarize some group theoretic results 
which will be useful in deriving high temperature 
series for the present Hamiltonian. 
For the irreducible representations II and II' , we have 
the orthogonality relations 
"hk (v) (v,) 
LJ n Xk Xk == °11/)1' 
k 
and" hk (II) (II) 
LI n X k Xk' = 0kk l ' 
V 
(44) 
(45) 
where hk is the order of the class k, h == N! is the 
order of SN' and the summations:0k and ~v are taken 
over all classes k and all irreducible representations 
v, respectively. 
Let per) be any matrix representation of an element 
P in SN' p(r> can be resolved into a direct sum of nv 
number of J) irreducible representations, i.e., the mat-
rix p(r> now takes the form of a series of blocks, the 
irreducible representations, placed along the principal 
diagonal, which can be written as 
p(r> == E flyP(~. 
II 
From Eq. (44), we get 
_ "hk (u) (r) 
n/l-LlllXkXk' 
k 
(46) 
(47) 
For two irreducible representations labeled by a pair 
of conjugate partitions J) and ii, we have 
(v) ± (ii) 
Xk == )(k' ( 48) 
with the plus sign applying for even classes and the 
minus Sign for odd classes of permutations. 
If we sum the matrices of an irreducible representa-
tion v for all elements of a class k, we obtain a mUl-
tiple of the unit matrix: 
(49) 
where xr~ is the matrix dimension of the irreducible 
representation v. 
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Using these equations, we now prove several useful 
new theorems. 
B. New Theorems 
Theorem 2: URis any matrix which commutes 
with all elements of SN in a matrix representation r, 
then 
h 
tr[(<l'(r)"R] = .E '6 tr(cp(v»n hk x'K)tr[p~r)R], (50) 
v k 
where (p(r) and (p(v) are sums of elements in S N in the 
r and the J) representations, respectively, P k is any 
element in the class k, and the summations are taken 
over all irreducible representations J) and all classes 
k. 
Proof: The condition that R commutes with all ele-
ments of SN in a matrix representation r and the fact 
that elements of a class are transforms of one another 
imply that trp(r)R have the same value for all ele-
ments P which belong to the same class. Since pro-
ducts of elements in SN are also elements in SN' (\In 
as well as Cp is a sum of elements in SN' It is then 
sufficient to show that for any element, say P, in SN 
h 
trp(r)R = '6 '6 trP(V)_,k x'K)trP(~)R. (51) 
v k ~ 
Let P belong to the class k'; trP(v) = x<J;). By Eq. (45) 
h E E xCv) 2. XCV) trp(rlR 
v k k' h k k 
= 6 ~,trP(1)R (52) 
k 
= trP<pR. 
Equation (51) and hence Eq. (50) then follow. 
Theorem 3: U J) and ii are two irreducible repre-
sentations labeled by a pair of conjugate partitions of 
Nand Cp is a sum of odd permutations in SN' then 
(53) 
Proof: Since a product of n odd permutations is an 
even permutation if n is an even number and is an odd 
permutation if n is odd, Eq. (53) follows from Eq. (48). 
C. The (2S + ON-Dimensional Representation of SN 
For a system containing N particles of spin S, it is 
clear that matrices of the SchrOdinger exchange opera-
tors Pij and their products form a (2S + 1)N -dimen-
sional representation of SN' It is convenient to choose 
the basis of the (2S + 1)N -dimensional vector space 
as the eigenstates of the z component of the spins of 
the N particles, 11'11 1) 1m 2)" ·lmN ). In this section we 
restrict our attention to this representation. Unless 
otherwise specified, matrix representation of opera-
tors will be in this representation. We first prove the 
following results: 
tr(ijk" 'l) = 6 L; ... 6 6 (6 m .,m 0m.,m ••• ·Om.,m ) 
m i mj mk ml J} l k • I 
= L; (1) = Y. (54) 
All sums in this equation, and those following directly 
after, range from - S to + S. Similarly, 
J. Math. Phys., VoL13, No.5, May 1972 
(55) 
where 
U~ = y-1E(mn), (56) 
'" and 
trSn.Sn. (ik·· ·J·l···) 
ZI ZJ 
= '6 '6' .. E E· .. (rn~ mjom.,m ••• 0m .. m .fJm.,1/t ••• ) 
7I'i 7/tk mj ml I k • J • 1 
= '6 (rn~n) = YW2n · (57) 
mi 
Let us express any element in SN' say P, as a product 
of independent cycles: 
P = (abc'" d)(ijk···l)··· (xy •.. z). (58) 
P may be considered as a direct product of each cycle, 
P = (abc"'d) x (ijk'''Z) x ",x (xy",z). (59) 
By the trace property of the direct product, 
tr(A x B) = (trA)(trB), 
it follows from Eqs. (54), (55), and (57) that 
trS~iP = WntrP, 
and 
trS~iS~P = W2n trP, if i = j or i, j belong to 
the same cycle in P, 
= W~trP, if i,j belong to different 
(60) 
(61) 
independent cycles in P. (62) 
For the case n = 1, Wl = 0 and W2 = X/3. If the ele-
ment P belongs to the class k = (a~la~2 • •. a;P), then, 
from Eqs. (54), (60), and (62), 
where the summations are from 1 to N. 
It also follows from Eqs. (41), (42) and Eqs. (54), (60) 
that 
trPi? = YtrP, if i, j belong to the (65) 
same cycle in P, 
= y-1trP, if i, j belong to different 
independent cycles in P. 
V. DIAGRAMMATIC METHOD 
A. Preliminary Remarks 
The diagrammatic method has been extensively used 
in deriving high temperature series for various spin 
Hamiltonians. In this section, the procedure previous-
ly used for the Heisenberg Hamiltonian by Rushbrooke 
and Woodll will be modified for the exchange inter-
action Hamiltonian. The labor of evaluating series 
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coefficients by this method is much greater than the 
labor involved in the previously described cluster ex-
pansion method. However, there are a number of im-
portant results that can be directly proved by the 
diagrammatic technique which are not at all obvious 
from a consideration of the cluster expansion method. 
B. Zero-Field Partition Function 
For the exchange interaction model (pn in Eq. (12) is 
a sum of products IIPij and each product contains n 
factors l1j. There is a correspondence between pro-
ducts in (pn and diagrams of n lines on the lattice. For 
each of the n factors p. in the product, when we draw 
'J 
a straight line connecting lattice sites i and j, we 
obtain a diagram of n lines. The diagrams may be 
connected or disconnected, and may have more than 
one line joining a pair of points. 
Following Rushbrooke and Wood, 11 we can write 
where ~t~n sums over all diagrams Dj of n lines. [D.] is the number of times that the diagram Dj will oc~ur on the lattice. (D.) is the weighting factor, or 
the contribution of the diagram Di to «(pn). For. a dia-
gram D having n lines between P points, followmg 
Rushbrooke and Wood, 
(D) = Y-P ~ tr()()'" ( ), (67) 
perm 
where each bracket is a SchrCidinger exchange opera-
tor P .. which corresponds to the line joining pOints i 
'J 
and j in the diagram D and ~perrn sums over all dif-
ferent permutations in the order of appearence of the 
brackets. 
The occurrence factor of a diagram on a lattice has 
the same meaning as the lattice constant of a graph. 
The only difference is that for graphs we speak of 
diagrams which have at most one line connecting a 
pair of pOints. Some typical examples of the relation 
between the occurrence factors of diagrams and lat-
tice constants of graphs are shown in Fig.2. As men-
tioned in Sec. III, lattice constants of disconnected 
graphs can be expressed in terms of lattice constants 
of connected graphs. Let Ajl{> signify that part of q, 
which is of ith order in the lattice constants of con-
nected graphs. We can then write 
(68) 
As shown in the section on the cluster expansion 
method, Eq. (35), any extensive quantity, such as In 2; 
or X is of first order in lattice constants of connected 
graphs. Hence by Eq. (12), 
(69) 
Those parts of higher order in lattice constants of 
connected graphs will cancel exactly when trans-
formed from Z to In Z. Comparing Eqs. (14) and (69), 
we have 
(70) 
In the limit N -7 00, lattice constants of connected 
graphs will be directly proportional to N. Al then 
means nothing more than "the part proportional to N." 
C. Low-Field Susceptibility 
When a finite external magnetic field is applied, the 
partition function can be written in the form 
00 Kn 
InZ = NlnY + ~ ,A1«(P + aQ)n). (71) 
n=l n. 
Since (p and Q commute and «(jlnQ) = 0, it is easy to 
show that 
(72) 
For n = 0, (Q2) = NX/3. Comparing Eqs. (24) and (72) 
yields 
an = (3/X)A1«(pnQ2). (73) 
The situation in calculating «(pnQ2) is similar to that 
involved in «(pn). We again have a correspondence 
between terms lIP .. produced on expanding (pn and dia-
grams of n lines ori the lattice, but now, besides the n 
lines, a diagram will contain two crosses. These are 
denoted +, and are placed on those sites from which 
we have extracted terms like SZjSZj from Q2. When 
two crosses COincide, we speak of a double cross, 
denoted *. 
There are five kinds of ways in which two crosses 
may be added to a diagram D: 
(a) D*, a double cross superposed on D, 
(b) D++, two crosses superposed on different sites of 
D, 
(c) D+ +, one cross superposed on D, another not on 
D, 
(d) D *, a double cross not superposed on D, 
(e) D + +, two separated crosses not superposed on 
D. 
Since (Sz') :::: 0 and (S~) = X/3, by the trace property 
of the di~ect product, we immediately find that dia-
grams (c) and (e) have zero contributions to «(pnQ2) 
and that diagram (d) contributes an amount (X/3) (D) 
to «(pnQ2). Let P be the number of points contained in 
the diagram D. Then we have that the occurrence 
factor, for diagram (d), [D *] = [D]['] - P [D]. There-
fore, as far as terms of first order in lattice constants 
of connected graphs are concerned, it is equivalent to 
say that the diagram (d) has occurrence factor [n] 
associated with the weighting factor - (pX/3XD). 
For diagram (a) the double cross can be superposed 
on any of the p points. For diagram (b) there are 
P(p - 1) ways to superpose the two crosses on D. If 
FIG. 2. Examples of the relation between the 
occurrence factors of diagrams and lattice 
constants of graphs. 
[Q] = 3[L] 
(OJ = 2(0) 
[D.A] = [.6.;\) 
[7="J = [~J 
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we sum up these p2 diagrams, with occurrence factor 
[D], their contributions to (<pnQ2), denoted (DQ2),willbe 
- p (DQ2) = y-p ~ tr( )( ) .•• ( )(BSZi )2. (74) perm i=1 
Therefore, including all five kinds of diagrams, with 
occurrence factor [D], the weighting factor of the dia-
gram D to A1(<P nQ2),denoted (DQ2), will be 
(DQ2) = (DQ2) - (PX/3)(D). (75) 
Hence 
an = (3IX) B A1 [Di][(D8 2) - Pi(X/3)(Di )]. (76) 
li=n 
where Pi is the number of points in Di• By rewriting 
the products IlP .. as products of independent cycles, 
the traces in Eq~. (67) and (74) can be obtained from 
Eqs. (63) and (64). (vi) and (D8 2) are then determined. 
Note that for the present Hamiltonian these five kinds 
of diagrams can be considered together and the cal-
culation of the coefficients an is greatly simplified. 
For the Heisenberg Hamiltonian, weighting factors of 
these five kinds of diagrams have to be considered 
separately. 
D. Further Theorems 
If we express ~ [Dd in terms of lattice constants of 
connected graphs, denoted [g;), we can rewrite en and 
a,. as follows: 
(77) 
and 
(78) 
where ~i sums over all connected graphs gi' We then 
prove the following: 
Theorem 4: 
(79) 
Proof: This is obvious since those diagrams with 
occurrence factor containing [gi] must have ti lines 
or more, and they contribute to en and an for n ~ ti. 
Theorem 5: H we define cycles of diagrams simi-
lar to those for graphs presented in Sec. III, then 
for diagrams containing n lines and c independent 
cycles their contributions to en and an contain terms 
y-n+2k, where k ranges from 0 to c, but 2k ~n. 
Proof: As mentioned in Sec. IV, for any group ele-
ment P, (f g)P has one more cycle than P if f, g be 
long to the same cycle in P and has one less than P 
if f ,g belong to different independent cycles in P. 
Assume that the diagram contains P points. The iden-
tity element will have P different independent cycles, 
namely, (1) (2) ... (p). Consider one of the products 
<!>' OJ, NI. LA, 
Y!\, NI\, L.lf. Y/f. 
Nlf, i\i\j. /\//f, ffIff 
FIG. 3. Let the first graph be 
lli' All diagrams of five lines 
with occurrence factors con-
taining [gil are shown. This 
illustrates the fact that dia-
grams of li lines with occur-
rence factors containing [gil 
consist of subgraphs of gj. 
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of n factors (ij) occurring in Eqs. (67) and (74), and 
multiply successively to the identity element, first, 
the nth factor, then the (n - l)th factor, etc., and 
finally the first factor. Since each multiplication 
either decrease or increase the number of different 
independent cycles by I, the resultant product will 
contain P - n + 2k different independent cycles. Here 
k is the number of times that i,j happen to occur in 
the same cycle in the product which is to be multi-
plied by (ij). This can happen only when i,j are 
joined by paths other than the line ij, or ij must be a 
line of a cycle. Therefore, k .;; c. Also, the number 
of independent cycles may not be greater than p, 
2k .;; n. Equation (63) says that for any permutation 
containing t different independent cycles its trace in 
the (25 + l)P-dimensional matrix representation is 
yt. Theorem 5 then follows from a consideration of 
Eqs. (63) , (67), (70) and Eqs. (64), (74), and (76). 
A consequence of this theorem is that en (gi) and 
an (gj) contain terms y-n, y-n +2, ••• , which we can 
write as 
en(g) = e~n)(g;>y-n + e~n-2) (gi)y-n+2 + ... 
+ e~)(gi)Y-l [or e~O)(gi)] (80) 
and 
an(gi) = a~n)(gJy-n + a~n-2)(g.)y-n+2 + ... 
+ a~l)(gi)Y-l [or a~O)(gi)]' (81) 
Theorem 6: 
e~n+2k) (gi) = a~-n+ 2k) (gi) = 0, for k > ci + n - ip 
(82) 
where ci is the number of independent cycles and 4 is 
the number of lines in the connected graph gi' 
Proof: Consider first the case that n = ii' Dia-
grams of ii lines which have an occurrence factor 
containing [g J are those which consist of subgraphs 
of gj , and hence cannot have more cycles than gi' For 
example,letgi be the connected graph in Fig. 3. 
Other diagrams of five lines with occurrence factor 
containing [gj] are those disconnected graphs shown 
in the figure. Hence from Theorem 5, Theorem 6 is 
proved for the case n = ii' When n > ii' we can 
superpose the additional n - ii lines on gi' Each 
line superposed on gj is equivalent to forming an 
additional cycle in the resultant diagram, and the 
maximum number of independent cycles will be ci + 
n - ti in some of the n diagrams which have occur-
rence factors containing [g J. This then completes 
the proof of Theorem 6. 
Theorem 7: 
(83) 
Proof: Consider a diagram D of P points and n 
lines which has occurrence factor containing [gi]' 
Those products ITPij in Eqs. (67) and (74) which con-
tribute to a~O) must be equal to the identity operator. 
Since trIQ2 = pX/3, Eq. (83) follows from Eq. (75). 
Theorem 8: 
(84) 
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Proof: Those products in Eqs. (67) and (74) which 
contribute to e~l) and aSl ) must contain p - 1 cycles, 
or belong to the classl p-2 2. From Eqs. (63) and (64),for 
permutations P belonging to the class IP- 22, 
trP C~l Sz12 = -j(P + 2)YP-l (85) 
and 
trP = yp-I. (86) 
From Eqs. (67), (74), and (75), the contributions of 
these products to </J) and (3/X)(DQ2) will be y-I and 
2y-l, respectively, Theorem 8 then follows. 
VI. CALCULATIONS OF SERIES COEFFlCIENTS 
A. Clusters With Up to Seven Sites 
From the discussion in Sec. III we know that in order 
to obtain the high temperature series for general 
lattices up to the seventh power in K(= J/kBT), we 
must calculate the corresponding series for clusters 
having up to seven lines. For computational conve-
nience we group these clusters into two categories, 
those having up to seven points and those containing 
eight points. Consider first clusters with up to seven 
pOints and seven lines. They are labeled in the graph 
dictionary order such that Eq. (33) is satisfied.12 
To calculate the coefficients in the zero-field parti-
tion function and the low-field susceptibility series 
for finite clusters we make use of Eqs. (15) and (25), 
in which the quantities tr<pn and tr<pnQ2 for n .; 7 are 
obtained from Theorem 2 by setting R equal to the 
unit matrix and Q2, respectively. Now <p(r) in Eq. (50) 
is a sum of Schrooinger exchange operators which 
correspond to the lines in each cluster. hk and X<t:) are 
available in a number of texts which deal specifically 
with the symmetric group.1 3 The values of trPk and 
trPkQ2 can be calculated by Eqs. (63) and (64). Corre-
sponding to <p(r>,<p(v) is a sum of interchanges in the 
irreducible representation v. The explicit form of the 
permutation matrices in any irreducible representa-
tion can be obtained by the technique introduced by 
YamanouchL14 
For two conjugate representations tr<pn are related 
to each other by Eq. (53) and hence only one of the 
traces need by calculated. The quantities tr(<p{v»n 
were calculated on a computer for all required clus-
ters with up to seven points. The size of the greatest 
matrix involved in the calculation is of dimension 
35 x 35. 
B. Clusters Containing Eight Sites 
For clusters with seven lines and eight sites, we can 
still evaluate the high temperature series following 
the procedure just described. However, for the sym-
metriC group of degree eight some of the irreducible 
representations are of dimension 70 x 70 and the 
trace calculation on a computer would have been too 
expensive for us. From Eq. (26) we have that clusters 
with seven lines and eight points contain no cycles. 
It then follows immediately from Theorem 4 that for 
these clusters en (gi) = an (gi) = 0 for n .; 6 and from 
Theorem 6 that e7 (gj) and a7 (gi) can be written in the 
form 
(87) 
and 
a7(gi) = a¥)(g;ly-7. (88) 
For S = ~ the exchange interaction Hamiltonian is 
identical to the Heisenberg Hamiltonian, and the high 
temperature series for these two models are the 
same. It is known that for the Heisenberg model 
graphs with n lines containing no cycles will not 
contribute to en and the only graph with n lines con-
taining no cycles which contributes to an is the sim-
ple chain.15 Therefore, e7 (gJ = a7 (g) = 0 for all 
clusters of eight pOints with the exception that for the 
simple chain ~7(gi) = 10 080y-7. This value was ob-
tained from Eq. (88) together with the results of Domb 
and Wood I 5 ; for the case of spin ~ and for the simple 
chain of eight points they obtained a7 (g;) = 10080 X 
2-7 , 
VII. SERIES RESULTS 
The simplest way to represent the series coefficients 
en and an [see Eqs.(14) and (24)] for any finite clus-
ter or crystal lattice is in the form of Eqs. (77) and 
(78) together with Eqs. (80) and (81). The number of 
graphs which contribute to e 1 - e 7 are 1,1,2,4,7,15, 
and 29, respectively, while the numbers of graphs that 
contribute to a l - a7 are 1,2,4,8, 16, 35, 82, respec-
tively. The values of e~m)( gil and a~m) (gil for these 
graphs are given in Appendix D of Ref. 12. 
For regular lattices, e.g., body-centered cubic and 
face-centered cubic lattices with N -t co, the lattice 
constants of connected graphs are proportional to N, 
and lattice constants of open graphs can be expressed 
in terms of the lattice constants of closed graphs and 
the coordination number of the lattice, We rewrite 
Eqs. (14) and (24) in the form 
00 
lnZIN = InY + 6 enKn, 
n = 2 
(89) 
and 
x = fT (1 + ~ a x n) n~ 1 n , (90) 
where C = N(g/J.)2X/3kB • Note that the numbers n! do 
not appear in these expressions and that e 1 has been 
set equal to zero by adjusting the zero of energy such 
that the internal energy is equal to zero at infinite 
temperature, that is, the constant y-l is subtracted 
from P jj to make JC traceless. The coefficients en 
and an will be written in the form 
en = e~n)y-n + e~n-2)y-n+2 + ... 
+ e~)Y-l (or e~())), (91) 
an = a~n) y-n + a~n -2) y-n+2 + .. , 
+ a~)y-2 (or a~)y-l). (92) 
The various quantities e~m) and a~m) are then given 
below: 
e~O) = i(o + 1), e~) = - i(o + 1), 
e~1) = - H(o + 1) - 6P3]' 
e~) = H(o + 1) - 6P 3 ], e~) = - M(o + 1)2 - 12p3]' 
e~) = A[(o + 1)(0 + 4) - 84P 3 + 24p 4]' 
.;I. Math. Phys., Vol. 13, No.5, May 1972 
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e~4) = - i(a+ 1) - 24P 3 + 8P 4), 
e~) = to [(a + 1)(5a + 4) -15P3(2a + 7) + 40p 4 + 30P Sa], 
e~3) = - h [(a + 1)(0 + 2) - 3P 3(2a + 31) + 56P 4 - 12ps 
+ 30P sa )' 
e~) = to [(a + 1) - 60P3 + 40P4 - lOPs + 2OpSa]' 
e~) = 7;0 [(a + 1)(1102 + 200 + 8) - 36P 3(7a + 4) 
+ 72P 4 + 132P sa + 96P 6d ), 
e~) = - 7~O [(a + 1)(1102 + 1100 + 68) - 108P 3 
>< (190 + 23) + 24p 4 (200 + 93) - 600p S 
+ 3132P Sa - 360P 6a - 360P6b + 240P6e 
+ 1536P6d J, 
e~) = 14 [(a + 1)'(30 + 4) - 6P 3 (10a + 51) + 8P 4 
>< (2a + 39) - 140P5 + 364P sa + 24P 6 - 60P6a 
- 60P 6b + 8P 6e + 192P 6d ], 
e~) = - M(a + 1) - 114P3 + 120P4 - 60P 5 + 132P5a 
+ 12P6 - 24P 6a - 24P 6b + 72P 6d J, 
e~) = - 5;40[(0 + 1)(24502 + 3850 + 136) - 42P 3 
>< (3702 + 2880 + 18) + 560P 4(5a + 6) - 910P s 
+ 28P sa (77a + 312) - 1260P6a - 1456P6b 
+ 2352P6c + 3864P 6d - 798P 7c - 84Op7g 
- 644pn 1. 
ely> = 7!0 [(a + 1)(3502 + 1750 + 88) - 6P3 
>< (3702 + 1128a + 348) + 80P 4 (41a + 78) 
- 10P5(60a + 343) + 52P sa (29a + 234) + 720P6 
- 3060P6a - 3808P6b + 2256P6c + 9192P 6d 
+ 360P7a + 360P7b - 1314P7e - 240P7e 
+ 360P7! - 3000P7g - 1532P7h]' 
e~) = - M2(a + 1)2 - 3P3(30a + 59) + 48P 4(0 + 7) 
- 5p5(2a + 47) + lOp5a(2a + 59) + 84P 6 
- 192P6a - 216P6b + 32P6c + 576P 6d - 12P7 
+ 30P7a + 3Op7b - 68P7e - 4he + 3Op7! 
- 120P7g - 96P 7h ], 
erp = f4[(a + 1) - 168P 3 + 280P 4 - 210P s + 476P 5a 
+ 84P6 - 168P6a - 182P6b + 504p6d - 14P7 
+ 28P7a + 28P7b - 56P 7c + 28P7f - 84P7g 
- 84P7h ], (93) 
and 
a<f> = (a + 1), a~l) = (a + l){a - 1), 
a<j> = - H(a + 1) - 6P3 J, 
a~) = [(a + 1)(0 - 1)2 - 18P 3 ], a~) = - h 
>< [(a + 1)(30 - 8) - 48P 3(a - 5) - 56P4], 
J. Math. Phys., Vol. 13, No.5, May 1972 
a~4) = [(a + l)(a ~- 1)3 - 18P3(2a - 5) - 32P4], 
a~) = }o[(a + 1){50 + 4) - 15P 3(2a + 7) + 4Op4 
+ 30P 5a ], 
a~) = - H(a + 1){a2 - 40 + 6) - 6P 3(6a2 - 340 + 85) 
- 8P 4(70 - 36) - 50P s + 204P sa ], 
a~) = [(a + 1)(0 - 1)4 - 54P 3(a2 - 40 + 5) - 64p 4 
>< (a - 3) - 50p s + 132Psa], 
a~) = 3~O[(a + 1)(53a2 - 169a - 136) - 18P3 
x (4002 -1820- 347) - 48P 4(3a + 115) 
+ 138Op5 + 24P 5a (300 - 347) + 756P 6a 
+ 828P6b - 216P6e - 4944p6d]' 
a~) = - M(o + 1)(03 - 602 + 140 - 16) - 12P3 
>< (80 3 - 5202 + 1380 - 219) - 8P 4 
>< (2102 - 1240 + 344) - 20P 5(10a - 57) 
+ 8P5a (1020 - 515) - 156P6 + 636P6a 
+ 636P6b + 64p6c - 2544P6d ], 
a~) = [(a + l)(a -- l)S - 18P3(4a3 - 2102 + 42a - 34) 
- 32P4(3a2 - 140 + 21) - 50P s(2a - 7) 
+ 24p5a(110 - 40) - 72P6 + 192P6a + 188P Gb 
+ 72P 6c - 624pGd]' 
a~) = - 25~O [(a + 1)(245a2 + 385a + 136) - 42P 3 
>< (3702 + 2280 + 18) + 56Op4(5a + 6) - 9l0P s 
+ 28P sa (77a + 312) - l260P6a - l456P Gb 
+ 2352P6c + 3864PGd - 798P7e - 840P7g 
- 644P7h)' 
a9) = 3~0 [(a + 1)(46a3 - 205a2 + 3470 + 264) 
- 6P 3(180a3 - 1029a2 + 3411a + 1292) 
- 4P4(192a2 - 10760 -7012) + lOps 
>< (280 - 1495) + 4P sa (270a2 - 16940 + 15589) 
+ 2976P G + 12P6a {126a - 1243) + 4PGb 
>< (4140 - 4531) - 16PGc (27a - 406) - 48P 6d 
>< (2060 - 1135) + 1388P7a + 1454p7b - 782Op7C 
+ 32Op7d - 348P7e + 1292P7! - 12540P7g 
- 8272P7h ], 
ao/') = te(a + 1)(0 3 - 502 + lOa - 10) + 6P 3 
)<. (10a 4 - 74a3 + 218a2 - 327a + 339) + 8P4 
)<. (14a3 - 9502 + 279a - 554) + lOp5 
>< (15a2 - 98a + 307) - 4p 5a 
>< (153a2 - 9620 + 2399) + 12P6(13a - 83) 
- 12P6a(53a - 267) - 12P Gb (53a - 295) - 8PGe 
>< (80 - 51) + 48P6d(53a - 228) + 112P7 
- 456P7a - 456P7b + 1392P7c - 96P7d - 52P7e 
- 456P7! + 1992P7g + 1796P7h ], 
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af!) = [(0 + 1)(0 - 1)6 - 18p 3(504 - 3203 + 8402 
- 1100 + 62) 
- 128P4(03 - 602 + 140 -14) - 50P5 
X (302 - 160 + 28) + 4PSa(99a2 - 5460 + 971) 
- 144p 6(0 - 4) + 384p 6a(0 - 4) + 2p 6b 
x (1880- 777) + l44P 6c(0- 4) -l248P6d 
X (0 - 4) - 9SP7 + 256P7a + 252P 7b - 580P 7c 
+ 72P 7d + 96P 7e + 260P 7/ - 588hg - 844P 7h )· 
(94) 
Here the P are lattice constants for closed graphs 
per lattice ~ite and q = 0 + 1 is the coordination 
number of the lattice. The values Pnx and q for 
various crystal lattices are well known. 8 For con-
venience, the coeffiCients en for the cubic lattices 
and for several spin values are shown in Appendix 
A, and values of un for the cubic lattices and a num-
ber of two dimensional lattices are given in Appendix 
B. It is generally found that, Similarly to the Heisen-
berg model, 11 the coefficients in these series expan-
sions increase in smoothness as q increase. How-
ever, the series coefficients for the present model 
are much more irregular than those of the Heisen-
berg model, especially for large values of spin. 
VID. CHECKING PROCEDURES 
Since there are numerous possibilities for errors to 
be made in the computations, it is important to be 
able to check the general expressions for the coef-
ficients e~m) and a~m) before using them to estimate 
critical parameters. We have considered a large num-
ber of finite clusters of eight lines. For these clus-
ters we can calculate the zero-field partition function 
and the low-field susceptibility series from Eqs. (93) 
and (94) by substituting the appropriate lattice con-
stants. Comparing the results with those obtained 
from a direct machine calculation as described in 
Section VI yields full agreement up to e 7 and (17 in 
aU cases. 
By observing the general expressions for e~m) and 
a~m) that we obtained [Eqs. (93) and (94)], we see that 
6e~m) = 0, rn = n,n - 2,n - 4,"', 1 (or OJ, (95) 
m 
and 
(96) 
These two equations hold for all n and provide an 
additional check on our results. Equation (96) has 
been proved in Theorem 8, While Eq. (95) is a neces-
sary consequence of the fact that, for S = 0, InZ = O. 
As a final check, we see that When we set S equal to 
~ and 1, respectively, our general results for en and 
an reduce exactly to those obtained previously by 
Domb and Wood1S and by Allan and Betts,16 respec-
tively. 
IX. ANALYSIS OF SERIES 
A. Estimates of Curie Temperatures and Critical 
Indices 
The Curie temperature T c and the critical index y for 
the susceptibility series are defined by 
(97) 
or 
~ (Kc - K)-Y, for K -7 Kc, (98) 
where lie = J IkB T c' For the face-centered cubic 
lattice T and y were first estimated by means of the 
ratio melhod. From Eq. (98) the coefficients an in 
Eq. (90) have the property that for large n 
__ - -- -7_ 1+ . an ( an ) 1/2 1 ( ~1
an- 1 - an- 2 Kc n 
(99) 
If we plot the two sets of values ani an- 1 and (ani an-2 ) 1/2 V8 lin, each of the p.lots tends to. a 
straight line as n increases and mtersects wlth lin == 
o at Kc? with slope (y - l)Kc;1. If we plot (an) lin vs 
lin, the plot also intersects with lin = 0 at K('? but 
does not approach the intersection in a Simple linear 
fashion for large n. Figure 4 illustrates these plots 
for the face- centered cubic lattice and for S = 1. The 
Curie temperature and the critical index can also be 
estimated by the method of Pade approximants.17 The 
[M,NJ Pade approximant to a polynomialf(z) is given 
by P(z)IQ(z), where P(z) and Q(z) are polynomials of 
degree Nand M, respectively, such that Q(O) = 1 and 
fez) agrees with the expansion of P(z)IQ(z) for the 
first M + N + 1 terms. 
If the divergence of X at Kc is in the form shown in 
Eq. (98), then 
(100) 
Xl d y 
X = dK lnX = Kc - K ' (101) 
and 
X "X d (, dX) d 1 
(X')2 = dK \In dK I dK(lny) = 1 + y' (102) 
These equations suggest four methods of determining 
K andlor y from X: 
3.7 
3.6 
3.5 
3.4 
3.3 
3.2 I I 
I 
I 
3.1 
3.0 
/ 
/ 
/ 
I 
+ (0 )l/n 
n 
o (on/on_2) 
o (an I 0n_' ) 
I I I I 
"765 4 
I 
"3 
112 
I 
"2 
FIG. 4. Plots of (an)l/n, (an /a n _2 )l/2,and (anlan _l ) n- l for 
the face-centered cubic lattice,S == 1. 
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(a) Choosing y, Ke can be presented by appropriate 
poles of the Pade approximants to (x> 11 Y • 
(b) Choosing K e , y can be obtained by evaluating 
Pade approximants to (K c - K) x'I X at K = K e . 
(c) For a Pade approximant to x'ix the appropriate 
pole gives Ke and the residue at this pole gives 
- y. 
(d) Evaluating Pade approximants to x"x/(x')2 at 
K = Ke gives 1 + 11y. 
For the face-centered cubic lattice and for S = ~ - 3 
we have estimated Kc and y by all the four methods. 
In method (a) instead of tabulating the various ap-
proximants in Pade table for several values of y we 
r 
1.32 
1.28 
1.24 
1.20 
1.16 
1.12 
-"'-'-'- [1,6] 
(2,5] 
----- [3,4] 
...... . ....... [4,3J 
----.. -- (5,2J 
-- ------ (6,1) 
0.318 0.320 0.322 0.324 0.326 KC 
FIG. 5. Plots of several Pade approximants of K c as 
functions of y for the fcc lattice, S = 1. 
r 
1.6 
14 
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1.0 
0.8 
0.6 
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0.2 
"" 
"" , 
,-
". 
"" 
"" , 
" 0 
,0-\ 1.41±0.02 
'1,,' 
x 
(>.<0 1.20±0.02 
" 
Q' 
"' 1.02 ±0.03 
0.91 ± 0.03 
0.83±0.04 
0.78±0.04 
1 1 1 1 
"7"6"5 "4 
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3 
1 
"2 
FIG. 6. Critical indices y for the cubic lattices plotted vs y-l. 
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have plotted the various approximants of Kc as func-
tions of y in the Ke - y plane. The proper values of 
y and K e are easily obtained from these curves in the 
region in which the various approximants coalesce. 
Figure 5 shows several of these curves for the face-
centered cubic lattice and for S = 1. In method (b) the 
approximants of y as functions of K c are also plotted 
in the Ke - y plane. These curves are roughly paral-
lel to and close to curves obtained from method (a) 
in the region of interest. The various approximants 
in methods (c) and (d) are rather irregular. However, 
they are not inconsistent with what methods (a) and 
(b) yield. The estimates of Kc and y from Pade 
analysis are also in agreement with estimates based 
on the various ratio tests. The final estimates of y 
and T c are given in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. 
These results can be Simply described by the equa-
tions 
and 
y = 0.48 + 2.16Y-l. 
Equations (103) and (104) hold for all S with the 
exception that y = 1. 41 ± 0.02 for S = ~. 
(103) 
(104) 
For the body-centered cubic lattice and the simple 
cubic lattice the series coeffiCients are in general 
too irregular to estimate both K c and y either by 
ratio tests or by the Pade approximant method. How-
ever, within our precision,y seems to be the same 
for all of the cubic lattices for each S. If the values 
of y for the body-centered cubic and tHe simple cubic 
lattices are chosen to be the same as those of the 
face-centered cubic lattice, then an estimate of Ke 
from Pade approximants to (x>l/y suggests that for 
all of the cubic lattices T c can be described to with-
in a few percent by 
k B T clJ = O. 547(q - 1. 6)(y-l + 0.21). (105) 
The estimates of T e for the body-centered cubic and 
4.0 
3.5 
3.0 
2.5 
2.0 
, 
, 1.5 
/ 
". 
1.0 
0.5 
o 
, 
"" / 
4.02±O.OI 
3.10 ± 0.01 
2.64:t~.02 ;I-
2.35±O.02 2.52±0.OI 
2.14:tO.03 
1.97:t0.O/+ 1.93±O.01 
/1.64±O.02 
... +1.45±O.03 1.68±O.OI 
111 1 
765 4 
1 
3 
1 
"2 
FIG. 7. Curie temperatures, "BTC!J, for the fcc lattice (denoted 0), 
b.c.c.lattice (denoted +), and 5C lattice (denoted 0) plotted V5 y-l. 
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the simple cubic lattices are also contained in Figure 
7. 
For the two-dimensional lattices no consistent results 
could be obtained since the series are erratic and 
consist of positive and negative terms. 
We have also investigated the specific heat series. 
The scatter in the various Pade approximants is too 
large to draw any conclusions concerning the critical 
temperature and the nature of the divergence of the 
specific heat at T e' Considerably longer series would 
be needed for this purpose. 
B. Critical Energy and Critical Entropy 
Making use of the values of Ke in Eq. (105) the entropy 
series and the internal energy series obtained from 
Eq. (18) and (19) were also analyzed by the Pade ap-
proximant method. For the face-centered cubic lat-
tice we found that 
(Soo - Sd/Soo == 0.494 - O. 353y-l 
and 
(Eoo - Ee)/JN = 3.98 - 5.04y-l, 
(106) 
(107) 
for all S with the exception that, for S = ~, (Eoo - Ee)! 
IN = 1. 60. Here Soo == NkB InY and Eoo = 0 are the 
entropy and the internal energy, respectively, at in-
finite temperature. For the body-centered cubic and 
the simple cubic lattices the convergence of the Pade ap-
proximants is in general fairly poor. However, the 
critical change of the entropy for the body-centered 
cubic and the simple cubic lattices seem also to vary 
linearly in y-l and for each spin value it is higher 
than that for the face-centered cubic lattice by an 
amount 0.025 and 0.055, respectively. 
X. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Since there are 25 linearly independent isotropic 
interactions (S j os)n[1 '" n '" 2S] for spin S particles, 
there are other kinds of order parameters18 ,19 be-
sides ~i SZi' with which phase transitions might be 
associated. In order to study the possibility of such 
transitions we shall consider first the following modi-
fied Hamiltonian: 
Je n = Jeo - ~Qn' 
where 
Jeo ==-J ~Pi)' =-J<J>, (jj) 
N 
Qn = :ES~i' n == 1,2, ... 25, i: 1 
(108) 
(109) 
(110) 
and ~ is some (fictitious) external magnetic field. 
We then define a generalized susceptibility Xn by 
1. a2 Xn = Imfl- 1 -In tre- B,1\: • 
;;-0 a~2 n (111 ) 
By definition X 1 ~ X. Since <J> and Qn commute, as 
did <l' and Q, we have 
(112) 
In Ref. 20 the following theorem is proved. 
Theorem 9: 
(1l3) 
Here D n (S) is a quantity which is independent of both 
lattice and temperature and Wn is given by Eq. (56). 
This means that for a given lattices, all of the Xn ...-? OCI 
at the same T e in exactly the same way. 
Since the (dipolar) susceptibility (21) can also be 
written in the form 
X = tg2JJ2fl ~ (Si oS)Il' 
t.) 
(114) 
it is really necessary to investigate quantities of the 
form l}i./(Sj os)n)1l for 1 '" n '" 25. However,for 
both computational and theoretical reasons, we have 
restricted our attention to the single quantity 
~;jPij)Il' Here the prime in the double sum over 
i and j means that terms for which i = j are to be 
excluded. The following theorem is also proved in 
Ref. 20. 
(115) 
Since (S~)B = X, it immediately follows from this 
result and Eq. (114) that the left-hand side of Eq. 
(115) diverges at the same T c and in exactly the 
same way as X. Hence we must conclude that for 
the exchange interaction model the 2S "independent" 
multipolar phase transitions are in fact exactly de-
generate with the dipolar transition. This means 
that the values of T c and y predicted on the basis 
of analysis of the high temperature susceptibility 
series are completely characteristic of this model. 
Theorem 10 also suggests another approach for the 
derivation of the susceptibility series. Since 
:Bi.) (p i)B is equal to X except for a constant, X can 
be obtained by calculating the quantities tr LA.)Pij (9n 
for each cluster. As was shown in Sec. IV, each 
SchrOdinger exchange operator can be resolved into 
a direct sum of irreducible representations of the 
symmetric group. For a cluster of]V sites it follows 
from Eqs. (46) and (49) that 
tr ~' P jj (9n 
i,j 
= ~nvrN(N-1)X~~_2/x~1] tr«(9(u»n, (116) 
II 
where n}) is given by Eq. (47) and x<f> == trPk is given 
by Eq. (63). The labor required to derive X by this 
approach is about the same as the previous approach 
which made use of Theorem 2, 
The numerical results for the critical properties 
of the exchange interaction model have been shown 
in the previous section. Comparison of these results 
to those appropriate to the Heisenberg mode121 ,22 
then shows that for S> t: 
(1) Both T e and y for the present model are lower 
than those of the Heisenberg model. 
(2) For the present model T c is a decreasing function 
of spin, while T c is an increasing function of spin 'for 
the Heisenberg model. 
(3) For the exchange interaction model y depends 
strongly on S and even becomes less than unity for 
large enough spin. On the other hand, for the Heisen-
berg model y is a weak function of spin and is greater 
than 1. 33 for all spin. Experimental values23 of y 
appear to lie in between the estimated values for these 
two models. Fisher24 has recently suggested that the 
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observed value of the critical index Yobs is related to 
the theoretical value by 
entropy change occurring above T c is higher than 
that of the Heisenberg model. 
Yobs = y/(l - a), (117) 
Hence we see that the inclusion of nonlinear terms 
in the Hamiltonian significantly affects the theoreti-
cal estimates of the critical parameters of magnetic 
systems. where a is the theoretical value of the critical expo-
nent of the specific heat series defined by 
for T -7 Tt. (118) 
The fact that T c for the present model is lower than 
that of the Heisenberg model should be useful in a 
study of the possibility of a phase transition for the 
two-dimensional Heisenberg ferromagnet. If we can 
show that T c > 0 for the two-dimensional exchange 
interaction model then there will be phase transi-
tions for the two-dimensional Heisenberg model. 
However, as was previously mentioned, for large 
For 0 < a < l'YobS>Y' This then shows that the 
theoretical estimates of Y when renormalized by the 
factor (1 - a)-l will be closer to the experimental 
values for the present model, while for the Heisen-
berg model the renormalized values of yare in even 
further disagreement with the experimental values. 
This suggests that the present model may have more 
physical significance than originally thought. 
(4) For the present model the fraction of the total 
spin and/or for small coordination number, the series 
coefficients for the low-field susceptibility series 
are irregular and estimates of critical parameters 
from the high temperature series become quite in-
accurate. It is then necessary that even more terms 
in the high temperature series be obtained. 
APPENDIX A: VALUES OF en FOR SEVERAL CRYSTAL LATTICES 
S=~ S=l S =! S=2 S=~ 
Face-centered cubic lattice 
e2 2.25 2.66667 2.8125 2.88 2.91667 
e 3 2.25 1. 777 78 1. 406 25 1.152 0.972 22 
e4 0.46875 -0.74074 -1. 25976 -1. 5168 -1. 660 88 
es -1. 3125 -1. 48148 -1. 294 92 -1.10745 -0.95602 
e6 3.51562 4.34842 4.25171 4.12301 4.02917 
e1 22.57812 13.33333 8.65661 6.28234 4.91030 
Body-centered cubic lattice 
e2 1.5 1. 777 78 1. 875 1. 92 1. 94444 
e3 -0.5 -0.39506 -0.3125 -0.256 -0.21605 
e4 0.4375 -1. 08642 -1. 738 28 -2.0608 -2.24152 
es 0.375 2.30453 2.37891 2.15962 1. 919 24 
e 6 O. 53125 1. 285 78 3.68896 5.25901 6.24193 
e7 -0.46042 -6.28514 -9.53458 -9.96130 -9.48678 
Simple cubic lattice 
e2 1.125 1. 333 33 1. 406 25 1.44 1. 458 33 
e 3 -0.375 -0.29629 -0.23437 -0.192 -0.16204 
e4 -0.42187 -0.96296 -1.18652 -1.296 -1. 357 06 
es 0.65625 1. 037 04 0.96387 0.84403 0.73727 
e6 0.72031 1. 383 54 2.10339 2.53984 2.80617 
e7 -1. 57969 -2.81536 -3.14886 -2.99927 -2.73934 
APPENDIX B: VALUES OF an FOR SEVERAL CRYSTAL LATTICES 
S=~ 5=1 S=j 5",,2 S _ ~ 
Face-centered cubic lattice 
a1 6.0 4.0 3.0 2.4 2.0 
112 30.0 13.33333 7.5 4.8 3.33333 
a3 138.0 43.11111 19.5 10.848 6.88889 
a4 611. 25 140.55555 53.25 26.4336 15.472 22 
as 2658.55 456.03951 142.4 60.49024 30.75123 
a6 11432.5125 1461.63621 372.44062 134.67033 59.84501 
a1 48726.7262 4664.54243 988.93048 317.95349 132.51504 
Body-centered cubic lattice 
III 4.0 2.66667 2.0 1.6 1. 333 33 
112 12.0 5.33333 3.0 1. 92 1. 333 33 
a3 34.66667 9.777 78 3.83333 1. 770 66 0.88889 
a4 95.83333 21.85185 8.20833 4.04373 2.35185 
262.7 45.19506 16.4125 8.99072 6.13456 a 5 
a6 708.04166 83.48148 16.80729 3.55153 0.06636 
a7 1893.28968 168.43935 24.68573 -3.13239 -10.69658 
Simple cubiC lattice 
a1 3.0 2.0 1.5 1.2 1.0 
a2 6.0 2.66667 1.5 0.96 0.66667 
a3 11. 0 2.88889 1.0 0.368 0.11111 
a4 20.6250 4.72222 1. 781 25 0.88080 0.51389 
as 39.025 7.45185 3.34063 2.20864 1. 712 04 
a6 68.77708 7.19053 0.61809 -0.48737 -0.64719 
a7 119.42976 8.19700 -1. 840 97 -3.86818 -4.26662 
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APPENDIX B: VALUES OF ax FOR SEVERAL CRYSTAL LATTICES (Continued) 
S=~ 5=1 5=~ 5=2 5 _ ~ 
Plane triangular 
a 1 3.0 2.0 
a2 6.0 2.66666 
a 3 8.5 2.88889 
a 4 9.375 2.5 
a 5 11.025 1. 624 69 
a 6 16.96458 2. 06914 
a7 21.15268 4.76614 
Plane square 
a 1 2.0 1. 333 33 
a2 2.0 0.88889 
(/3 1. 333 33 0.14815 
(14 1.08333 0.48148 
"5 1.18333 0.73745 
(16 0.50972 -0.677 02 
(17 -4.82183 -0.96341 
* Part of a dissertation submitted by H. H. C hen to the Electrical 
Engineering Department of the Johns Hopkins University for the 
degree of Doctor of Philosophy, September 1970. 
t Present Address: Department of Physics, New York University, 
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In terms of the canonical form and the connection form on the bundle of Lorentz frames P over a space-time 
manifold V, a presymplectic form w is defined on P, which induces a Poisson bracket on the set of real valued 
functions on the phase space of the system representing a spinning particle in an exterior gravitational and 
electromagnetic field. This structure coincides with the unique Poincare invariant one for the free particle. 
Moreover, the projections into V of the integral manifolds of the kernel of won P yield precisely the world 
lines of a spinning particle as obtained for the dipole approximation of Dixon's equations of motion for ex-
tended test bodies in general relativity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that if a claSSical system can be des-
cribed by a Lagrangian L, then not only the equations 
of motion are uniquely determined, but also a sym-
plectiC structure w on the set of all motions M (equi-
valent to the phase space) of the system. The 2-form 
w in turn induces a Lie algebra structure, the Pois-
son bracket, on the set of real valued functions on M 
(the "observables"). For several reasons it can be 
argued l that, apart from the equations of motion, this 
symplectic structure is all that is needed (for the 
comparison with quantized systems) and it seems 
considerably more fundamental than the Lagrangian 
itself. For example, the Lagrangian is not quite 
unique for given equations of motion and given W, and 
there are no Galilei or Poincare invariant Lagran-
gians, but there are symplectic manifolds on which 
these groups act transitively. Moreover, to find a 
Lagrangian formulation it is necessary to separate 
phase space variables into pOSition and momentum 
variables, a distinction which sometimes-as in the 
case of a particle with spin-looks slightly artificial. 
One purpose of this paper is to illustrate, in the case 
of a test particle with spin in a curved space-time 
(a system described for fixed rest mass m and spin 
magnitude S at a given time t by initial data consist-
ing of three position coordinates xi, the 4-momentum 
pa, and the 4-spin vector sa, subject to the constraints 
papa = - m 2 , sasa = 52, and pas" = 0), that it may be 
easier to guess a suitable form for the symplectic 
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